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SYSTEMATIC archiving.
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When items need to be stored for archiving the
choice of repository needs some careful thinking.
The storage mode must be functional, practicable, safe and secure, as well as user-friendly and
suitable for long-term use. Forster shelving systems fully meet all these requirements.

FOREG® shelving systems provide a large
range of advantages:
•
•
•
•

Easy and smooth in their use
Simple to add on to at any time
Maximum use of the available space
Optimal protection

®
FOREG – shelving to create space.
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HEAVY LOADS effortlessly moved.
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A rail system perfectly matched to the drive enables users of FOREG® shelving systems to move
even heavy loads with little effort, whether by
hand, crank or electric drive. Safety and comfort, easy operation and optimised movement
are fully guaranteed.
A shelving system of the mobile type gets even
more service out of the available space, doubling the storage capacity at one go.

For more space in the depot:
• Effortless shifting of heavy loads
• Mobile shelving doubles the available
space
• Crank or electric drive
• Multilevel systems possible

®
FOREG – shelving to create space.
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Easy to move thanks to
ELECTRIC DRIVE.
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Forster has created a user-friendly electric drive
for its mobile shelves, to keep things effortlessly
tidy and organised: no matter how heavy the
load to be shifted, the electric drive makes operation smooth and comfortable. The neatly
arranged operating panel fitted to the end panel
makes it simple and safe to control the shelving
units.
Forster is strenuous in its efforts to make its products safe and secure; accordingly this design
comes with a choice of safety facilities to match
customer requirements.

The many advantages of the drive speak for
themselves:
• Each of the mobile bases can be moved
on its own
• The system can be extended as required
• Retrofitting the electric drive is easily possible
• Lighting fixtures can be fitted and controlled for each individual aisle
• Safety and security devices are tuned to
customer requirements

®
FOREG – shelving to create space.
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STATIONARY SHELVING – an absolute
classic for archives.
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Solutions for all requirements
Variety in archived items calls for tailored solutions for the FOREG® stationary shelves. The
system, consisting of basic units, add-on units
and a whole range of accessories, provides
solutions exactly fitted to your archiving and

Single frame

Double frame

administrative needs. Stationary shelving has been
found to be ideal when many people need to
have simultaneous access to archived goods.
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SPACE ON TOP – FOREG® TwinSpace
and multilevel systems.
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When planning storage and archiving shelves,
users typically rank a space-saving and economic arrangement among their top priorities.
They will note that FOREG ® shelving systems
provide new space as if by magic. Accounting
for on-the-spot dimensions, FOREG ® shelving systems produce optimised solutions for everyday
use. Where there is sufficient air space they even
allow multilevel shelving.
In view of the fact that there can never be
enough space, Forster has developed FOREG ®
TwinSpace – a shelving system that delivers even
more room and clarity of arrangement for our
customers.
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Safely archiving
LARGE AND OVERSIZE FORMATS.
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Forster offers drawers, map cabinets and
FOREG® flat file cabinets to hold items that need
to be stored horizontally. They allow drawings,
charts and maps to be kept in a way that suits
the delicacy of their condition. Flat file cabinets
are ideal for holding large and oversize formats,
flags, carpets and all kinds of textiles. For effective dust protection the cabinet can be optionally fitted with a textile roller shutter, open and
closed manually.

The advantages of a FOREG® flat file cabinet
at a glance:
•
•
•
•

Optional dust protection
Continuously adjustable drawers
Accessible from both sides
Accepts large and oversize formats

®
FOREG – shelving to create space.
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FREEDOM of design.
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Diversity of materials and colourings opens up
new options for the outer appearance of end
panels. We supply decorative panels made of
metal, glass or timber, as well as customised colour routing systems. If you wish to give your very
personal touch to your FOREG ® shelves we will
be pleased to print your favourite motif on the
covering.
Where optimised ventilation for the stored items
is a primary concern, we offer perforated end
panels and frames for an optimised solution.

®
FOREG – shelving to create space.
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Accessories for greater
CONVENIENCE.
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Intelligent extras for working
archives
Flexibility increases choice.
The many components can
be combined as needed and
retrofitted. Elements can be
height-adjusted in increments of
20 mm.

Labelling:
Clear labels and intelligent
signage are the best support
for guiding people through an
archiving system.

Height-adjustable shelves:
Shelves and accessories according to customers’ requirements.

Bookends:
Suspended, sliding and angular
bookends and sidestops provide a stable rest for archived
items.

Doors:
Hinged and sliding doors close
off single and multiple bays,
protecting valuable items from
dust and unauthorised access.

Lighting:
Each aisle of a mobile system
can be fitted with energy-saving LED lighting fixtures.

Filing support:
Forster supplies suspension rods
for various systems as well as
drawers of various heights.

®
FOREG – shelving to create space.
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Our philosophy – sustainability!
Sustainability is the basis for every new product
made by Forster. From the idea to materials used,
its production and completion: at each stage we
consider aspects in terms of sustainability. For us
it is important that we create functional products
that guarantee a lifetime of many decades.

Austrian State Archives: Initial units
provided in 1991 (current status)

Extension of 2019

For us sustainability means:
• A long service life of our products
• Availability of the systems and its extensions/
components for decades after the original
order
• Eco-friendly production
• High degree of in-house value creation
• Concentration on regional procurement
markets – suppliers assessed by social criteria
as well
• Social and community responsibility vis-à-vis
our staff and customers
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We are certified under ONR 192500 based on
ISO 26000 (Guidance on social responsibility)
which confirms our company as acting responsibly, sustainably and in accordance with social
criteria.

Straightforward solutions that rest
on quality and know-how
FOREG ® shelving systems are used world-wide.
Long years of experience and concentrated
know-how have made Forster a sought-after
partner. The customer is king – we take this literally. High personal commitment and a pronounced focus on service quality ensure that
we develop solutions that exactly meet the high
expectations of our customers.
Great visions derive from a plethora of good
ideas. We always hope to attract customers who
challenge us with their requirements and thereby inspire us to develop further innovations.

Quality assurance:

Produced in accordance with RAL quality marks:
RAL-RG614/1, RAL-RG614/4
GS mark for tested safety
Quality management system pursuant to
ISO 9001
Environmental management system pursuant to
ISO 14001
Management system for occupational health and
safety pursuant to ISO 45001
Management system for Social Responsibility of
organisations (CSR) pursuant to ONR 192500
Certified pursuant to EN 1090-1:2012 – Components
for steel and aluminium supporting structures
We use only galvanised and
powder-coated materials (duplex coating).
®
FOREG – shelving to create space.
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Austria:
Forster Metallbau Gesellschaft m.b.H.
A-3340 Waidhofen/Ybbs, Weyrer Strasse 135
+43 7442 501-0
www.forster.at
Germany:
Arbitec-Forster GmbH
D-41460 Neuss, Stresemannallee 4b
+49 2131 3809-0
www.arbitec-forster.de
France:
Samodef-Forster Sarl
F-92000 Nanterre, 183, Avenue Georges Clémenceau
+33 1 46 14 74 10
www.samodef-forster.fr
Romania:
S.C. FORSTER RO S.R.L.
RO-551041 Medias, Str. Aurel Vlaicu, nr. 41
+40 269 448 348
www.forster.ro
Switzerland:
Forster Archiv- und Verkehrstechnik GmbH
CH-8618 Oetwil am See, Industriestrasse 6
+41 44 929066-0
www.forster-archiv.ch

For distributors in other countries please contact
our sales department in Austria.

Forster Metallbau Gesellschaft m.b.H.
A-3340 Waidhofen a. d. Ybbs, Weyrer Strasse 135, tel. +43 7442 501-0, fax +43 7442 501-480
e-mail: forster@forster.at, www.forster.at
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